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Abstract. Data center networks are vulnerable and easily plagued by long-term stealthy
malicious attacks, which cannot be recognized by measurement based on host cardinality.
Thus, this paper presents a novel detector for persistent spreads based on Bloom filter.
In our design, multi-stage filter structure is proposed which can achieve high operation
speed and low memory consumption because only filtered sips are calculated. Due to the
nature of Bloom filter, false negative ratio (FNR) equals 0 all the time. The ideas and
mechanisms are illustrated using different traces collected from real networks. Extensive
experimental results based on real traces show that the proposed detector has better accu-
racy than other existing approaches.
Keywords: Data center, Persistent spreads, Bloom filter, Cardinality estimation

1. Introduction. With the rapid development of cloud computing, events of security
happen constantly and data centers are, therefore, point of vulnerability to many network
attacks. Data center networks are easily plagued by them. These attacks result in a
certain influence on the data center and pose a critical threat to user defined operations
of data center networks. Hence, the growing importance of network security cannot be
overstated. Accordingly, defense mechanisms are needed. As depicted in [1], among
four defense mechanisms (precaution, detection, attack source track back and response),
detection is the vital step in fighting against attacks. That is to say, these attack incidents
need to be detected as soon as possible once they happen.

The objective of attacks is not to overwhelm the target, but to degrade its performance
using a small fraction of attacking machines. These machines send a lot of fake requests
for disrupting the legitimate connectivity and services, resulting in victim server resource
exhaustion. To address this problem, Ishibashi et al. proposed the concept of host car-
dinality in [2], since then a lot of researches have focused on detection based on host
cardinality. Existing measurements based on host cardinality [3-6] make great sense in
practical network monitoring and management, especially for detecting Flow-Scan, DDOS
attacks [7], Coral-Reef [8], worm, etc. Compact spread estimator (CSE) [9] utilizes virtual
vectors to estimate host cardinality. CSE [9] is composed of two modules: one for storing
source destination pairs in virtual vectors, and the other for estimating spreads. A virtual
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vector consists of s bits randomly selected from a bit array. Two virtual vectors may share
one or more common bits, and each source has its own virtual vector.

Measurements based on host cardinality deal with attacks caused by massive connec-
tions in a short period of time, but they are not good at detecting long-term stealthy
malicious spreaders. For example, if an attacker keeps flow numbers within the threshold,
this attack cannot be detected by measurements based on host cardinality. Yoon and
Chen [10] present random aging streaming filter (RAS) to detect stealthy spreaders.

Recently, Xiao et al. [11] propose a new data structure called multi-virtual bitmap
(MVBitmap) to detect low-rate stealthy attacks by measuring persistent spreads. In
each time period, a physical bitmap is used to store the information of flows, and each
destination is allocated with a virtual bitmap to record its elements in the time period.
When the measurement terminates, the sequence of physical bitmaps M1, M2, . . . , Mt is
used to estimate persistent spreads. For each destination, t virtual bitmaps B1, B2, . . . , Bt

can be extracted from these physical bitmaps. Meanwhile, an algorithm for estimating
the persistent spread of a destination is proposed. The number of different original hosts
that contact a destination host persistently within a predefined t measurement period is
called persistent spread of the destination host. If the persistent spread of a destination
host is more than 0, then this host is called a persistent destination host. Also, an original
host is called persistent element if it persistently contacts a persistent destination host in
all t measurement periods.

Wang et al. [12] propose virtual connection degree sketch (VCDS) to measure host
connection degrees in high-speed networks using H virtual vectors. In order to remove
noise, a filtered bitmap is generated by bit-ANDing multiple virtual vectors. Accuracy
can be guaranteed because VCDS uses much more virtual vectors.

In this paper, we present a novel detector for persistent spreads based on Bloom filter.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) A novel detector based on Bloom filter is designed for persistent hosts to detect long-
term stealthy malicious spreaders. Due to the nature of Bloom filter, false negative
ratio is 0.

(2) A structure composed of multiple Bloom filters is designed. Since the detector only
permits persistent traffic to pass the filter structure, traffic processed by packet
updating module is significantly reduced in the tth measurement period. Therefore,
the module only has a small memory requirement for recording persistent hosts and
estimating persistent spreads.

(3) This system can be easily implemented and fit in small but fast memory space to
keep up with high-speed links. Extensive experimental results based on real traces
show that the proposed detector is more accurate than other existing approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the design
of the proposed detector. Section 3 presents the analysis of algorithm complexity. In
Section 4, we evaluate its performance by using public traces in experiments. This paper
is concluded in Section 5.

2. Detector Structure. In this section, we briefly introduce the architecture of our
detector, and propose multi-stage filter structure.

2.1. Detector architecture. Data center networks (DCNs) consist of intra DCNs and
inter DCNs [13]. In an intra DCN, flow controller seizes IP packets from data center and
extracts flow IDs by screening IP headers. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our
detector. As shown in Figure 1, flow filter is the most important part of the architecture.
We will describe it in the next subsection. Flow filter and packet updating modules
form online updating. In packet updating module, all persistent hosts are stored in array
flow, and we may use LinkedList, VCDS, and CSE to store flow information, respectively.
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Figure 1. Detector architecture

In the final part offline module, we use VCDS and CSE to calculate persistent spreads
respectively. Certainly, in specific applications one of these three methods may be chosen
to implement according to the requirement for resources and measurement accuracy.

2.2. Multi-stage filter structure. In this subsection, we present multi-stage filter
structure. Flow filter consists of (t − 1) Bloom filters, which are all arrays of m bits and
are denoted as BF1[m], BF2[m], . . . , BFt−1[m], respectively. The same three h1(sip, dip),
h2(sip, dip), h3(sip, dip) are used to map < sip, dip > into BF . In other words, when a
packet < sip, dip > arrives, the hash function hi(sip, dip) decides which bit will be set
in array BF . Only those flows that have passed previous filters can update the current
Bloom filter. Assuming that indexed bits are i, j, l, we set BF1[i] = BF1[j] = BF1[l] = 1.
During the t measurement period, the whole filter algorithm is outlined as Algorithm 1.

3. Analysis. Since there are enough resources for offline statistics, we mainly analyze
the complexity of online module consisting of flow filter and packet updating.

3.1. Space complexity. The space consumption of the algorithm (mainly refers to the
SRAM space consumption) consists of three aspects:

(1) Filter module based on Bloom filter;

(2) Data structure storing network flow information;

(3) Flow[] representing the storage of different dips.

Since the number of persistent hosts is very small (at most hundreds) and false positive
rate is low, the number of dips that can pass the filters is also very small. Therefore, the
memory consumption of Flow[] may be neglected.

In flow filter module, we use a Bloom filter with the array of m bits for each (t − 1)
measurement, so the memory consumption in filter module is (t − 1) × m bits. In the
packet updating process, we analyze the memory consumption of linked list, VCDS and
CSE respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Filter Algorithm

1: Initialize
2: BFk[i] := 0; i = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1; 1 ≤ k < t
3: End Initialize
4: Start Filter:
5: During the first measurement period:
6: Upon the arrival of packet < sip, dip >
7: i := h1(sip, dip);
8: j := h2(sip, dip);
9: l := h3(sip, dip);

10: BF1[i] := 1;
11: BF1[j] := 1;
12: BF1[l] := 1;
13: During the k (2 ≤ k < t) measurement period:
14: Upon the arrival of packet < sip, dip >
15: i := h1(sip, dip);
16: j := h2(sip, dip);
17: l := h3(sip, dip);
18: if BFk−1[i] == 1&&BFk−1[j] == 1&&BFk−1[l] == 1 then
19: BFk[i] := BFk[j] := BFk[l] := 1;
20: end if
21: During the t measurement period:
22: Upon the arrival of packet < sip, dip >
23: i := h1(sip, dip);
24: j := h2(sip, dip);
25: l := h3(sip, dip);
26: if BFt−1[i] == 1&&BFt−1[j] == 1&&BFt−1[l] == 1 then
27: Pass the packet to packet updating module;
28: end if
29: End Filter
30: end

A. Linked List
To store flow information, we assign storage space of size p to store the persistent IPs

sips and dips in the updating process. So the online updating memory consumption is p,
and memory consumption combining linked list and Bloom filter is (t − 1) × m + p bits.

B. VCDS
Memory consumption in VCDS is mainly from A = {A0, A1, . . . , An} which is described

by an array of M bits. The memory consumption is q bits, and memory consumption
combining VCDS algorithm and Bloom filter is (t − 1) × m + q bits.

C. CSE
Memory consumption mainly comes from bitmap B with the storage of flow informa-

tion. Each unit occupies only one bit space, and memory consumption is n bits. Memory
consumption combining CSE and Bloom filter is (t − 1) × m + n bits.

3.2. Time complexity. Time consumption mainly concentrates on flow filter module
and packet updating module. For each packet, processing time depends on the number of
memory accesses. During (t−1) measurement periods, Bloom filter launches parallel hash
operations using flow IDs, and this time complexity is O(1). Secondly, packet updating
module is required to store flow information. During the process, VCDS and CSE need to
hash flow IDs, so this time complexity is O(1). For the linked list, we construct a linked
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list for each dip as possible. Therefore, it is the key to insert an src into the linked list
of dip. If src has occurred in the linked list, we discard src. In order to search src in the
linked list, the time complexity is O(k), where k is the persistent spread of dip. Finally,
in order to store filtered dips, it requires to traverse the linked list storing dips. This
operating time complexity is O(r), where r is the number of persistent hosts. In general,
k and r are a few tens in the order of magnitude.

4. Experiment.

4.1. Evaluation metrics. In this section, data for experiments are obtained from actual
network traffic in real-world Internet. Experiments are implemented on the data set which
is from daily trace including MAWI [14] and NLANR [15]. All experiments have been
performed on a stimulated cluster running Ubuntu server 64 bit. All algorithms mentioned
in Section 3 are conducted with WEKA [16] API. First, we set up the experimental
parameters. In this paper, Bloom filter size m is set to 65536. To make comparison,
measurement period t is chosen as 4, 6, 8 respectively. We set the number linked lists
for dips to 65536 in the experiment. For VCDS, a bit array A of size M is set to 8000,
the size of bitmap is set to L = 103 and H is set to 2. Besides, the size of the bitmap B
in CSE is described by the array n = 160000, and the size of the virtual vector is set to
s = 256.

4.2. Performance analysis of the detector. In order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed detector, we investigate false negative ratio (FNR) and false positive ratio
(FPR) [17]:

FNR =
s−

s

FPR =
s+

s
where s is the number of actual persistent hosts, s− is the number of actual persistent hosts
which are not identified, and s+ is the number of non-persistent hosts being incorrectly
identified.

According to FNR and FPR, the accuracy of the algorithm is evaluated. Measurement
periods are set to t in advance, and corresponding detection results are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen that our detector works well. Note that FPR of our detector only depends
on filter module, independent of the three methods: linked list, VCDS, and CSE. In Table
2, we compare our detector with the method based on MVBitmap. In most cases, FPR
of our detector in MAWI is lower than that of MVBitmap. The decrease of FPR reflects
improved accuracy.

In this paper, we use two traces to verify the ability of our detector and the perfor-
mance can be further evaluated by comparing actual persistent spreads and measured
spreads. Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare three algorithms and MVBitmap using MAWI
and NLANR. The x-coordinate represents actual persistent spreads, while y-coordinate
represents estimated ones. The diagonal line is a baseline being used for evaluation. As

Table 1. The experimental results of FNR and FPR of our detector

Trace t FNR FPR

MAWI
4 0 28.9%
6 0 13.9%
8 0 9.9%

NLANR
4 0 6.4%
6 0 5.9%
8 0 4.7%
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Table 2. Comparisons of FNR and FPR

Trace Algorithms t FNR FPR

MAWI

our detector
4 0 28.9%
6 0 13.9%
8 0 9.9%

MVBitmap
4 0 31.5%
6 0 10.9%
8 0 8.6%

NLANR

our detector
4 0 6.4%
6 0 5.9%
8 0 9.9%

MVBitmap
4 0 11.6%
6 0 11.6%
8 0 10.4%

(a) t = 4 (b) t = 6

(c) t = 8

Figure 2. Comparisons of estimates of our detector with actual persistent
spreads, (a) t = 4, (b) t = 6, (c) t = 8

Figure 2 and Figure 3 shown, most of points are near to the diagonal. This means that
our detector is much better than MVBitmap in estimating persistent spreads. According
to FPR, FNR, time and space complexity, Table 3 shows the comparisons between three
algorithms in terms of accuracy, space consumption and time complexity. The result in
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(a) t = 4 (b) t = 6

(c) t = 8

Figure 3. Comparisons of our detector with MVBitmap, (a) t = 4, (b)
t = 6, (c) t = 8

Table 3. The experimental results of three methods in our detector

Algorithms Accuracy Space Consumption Time Complexity

LinkedList High High High

VCDS Middle Middle Middle

CSE Low Low Low

Table 3 is of a certain significance to further research. For further research, it is the best
choice to choose LinkedList when high accuracy is necessary. If space consumption and
time complexity are needed to be guaranteed, CSE is obviously the best way. VCDS
can be seen as a best trade-off solution among accuracy, space consumption, and time
complexity.

5. Conclusions. Data center networks are vulnerable to long-term stealthy malicious
attacks which disrupt the legitimate services and result in victim server resource exhaus-
tion. However, existing detection measurement based on host cardinality cannot recognize
these attacks. Thus, in this paper, we design a novel detector for persistent spreads based
on Bloom filter. At the same time, we propose a multi-stage filter structure. The the-
oretical analysis reveals that FNR equals 0 all the time and computation complexity is
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low. The experimental results show that our detector can precisely and efficiently detect
persistent spreads. Future research will be concentrated on improving data structure to
consume lower memory during cardinality estimation.
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